Frictionless single sign-on
with Imprivata OneSign for
Microsoft Surface tablets
Key benefits
• No Click Access is enabled
through a simple badge-tap to
deliver an ideal balance of
security and efficiency
• Seamless fast user-switching
allows multiple users to access
their Microsoft Modern Workplace
applications on shared tablets
• An easy logout process ensures
that each tablet remains locked
and secured after each use

Mobile devices and cloud applications have become widely adopted across
healthcare, a trend driven in part by the convenience they provide clinical
staff when they work remotely or when they move across different areas of
the hospital during their shift. As a result of this increased mobility, the
increased adoption of cloud technology, and the prevailing need for efficiency
at bedside, Microsoft Surface tablets have become a popular solution for
many healthcare organizations.
Clinicians often share these devices throughout their shift, but due to the
elevated risk of data theft and privacy concerns across healthcare, each user
needs access to their own profile rather than one common, generic user
account. To address this challenge, organizations turn to solutions that are
purpose-built for healthcare and that enable security without disrupting
clinical workflows that are pivotal to patient care.

The value of healthcare seamless SSO on mobile tablets

Organizations interested in fast, secure SSO on Microsoft Surface Go and
Surface Pro tablets turn to Imprivata OneSign. They do this because Imprivata
delivers an identity and access management (IAM) architecture designed to
address healthcare’s unique requirements. Imprivata OneSign unlocks the
power of virtual rounding by delivering the following workflows on Microsoft
Surface tablets:
• Clinical staff can unlock their Microsoft tablets by simply tapping their
proximity card onto the devices (Surface Go) or onto micro USB
proximity card readers attached to the devices (Surface Pro)
• With a tap of their badge, each user is automatically logged into all their
applications, including Microsoft Modern Workplace cloud applications
such as Microsoft Teams
• Fast user-switching enables different users to access their own profiles
on shared tablets, removing the need for shared generic user accounts
which can pose data security and privacy risks
• Locking the device after each use is easy: with a simple tap of a badge,
the device is locked, secured, and ready to be used by the next person

About Imprivata
Imprivata, the digital identity
company for healthcare, provides
identity, authentication, and access
management solutions that are
purpose-built to solve healthcare’s
unique workflow, security, and
compliance challenges.
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